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Abstract: Timely predicting and controlling the traffic congestion in a station caused by an emergency is an important task in railway emergency management. However, traffic forecasting in an emergency is subject to a dynamic service network, with uncertainty surrounding elements such as the capacity of the transport network, schedules, and plans. Accurate traffic forecasting is difficult. This paper proposes a practical time-space network model based on a train diagram for predicting and controlling the traffic congestion in a station caused by an emergency. Based on the train diagram, we constructed a symmetric time-space network for the first time by considering the transition of the railcar state. On this basis, an improved A* algorithm based on the railcar flow route was proposed to generate feasible path sets and a dynamic railcar flow distribution model was built to simulate the railcar flow distribution process in an emergency. In our numerical studies, these output results of our proposed model can be used to control traffic congestion.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The Description of the Subject of Research and the Motives to Take

When the station in a transportation network stops operation due to natural disasters and other emergencies, trains cannot pass through the station. Thus, trains arriving or passing through the station have to be rerouted. As there are capacity limitation stations in the transportation network, after a period of time, the railcar flow in some of the other stations will become overstocked, thus forming congestion. The congestion will greatly reduce the network’s transport capacity. Failure to timely predict the congestion will result in propagation of congestion and even the paralysis of the transportation network.

Effectively predicting and controlling the traffic congestion in a station caused by an emergency must have the following characteristics:

• Strong timeliness. Because of the transmissibility of congestion, it is of great significance to predict congestion in time for maintaining and improving the capacity of the transport network in an emergency.
• Time-space. The final output of the model should be which station will become congested first and when the station begins to become congested. These output results will become the basis of the decision of the railway transportation managers.
• Strongly controllable. Rail transportation is a strongly controlled mode of transport, which means that the turnover process of railcar flow and the distribution of railcar flow in the transport network are subject to schedules and plans.

• Multiple highly dynamic constraints. Congestion prediction and control in an emergency is a complicated system involving many components. First, the capacity in the network will be reduced in an emergency. Second, the state of railcar flow will change dynamically with the operation process and the state of some railcar flows changes more than twice within the decision-making period horizon. Third, the completion rate of the transportation plan and scheduled train departure will be affected by the emergency.

Congestion prediction and control problem is a new research field with strong exploration, which is not only the premise of rational utilization and enhancement of transport capacity, but also the premise of adjustment of rail transit. However, large-scale railcar flow, the complex railcar flow turnover process, and dynamic constraints (schedule constraints, loading plan constraints, emptying plan constraints, capacity constraints) make congestion prediction and control in an emergency very difficult.

To summarize, reasonable prediction and control of traffic congestion in a station caused by an emergency has already become a theoretically and practically urgent problem.

1.2. Literature Review

Recent research efforts have shown the ability to model congestion prediction and control of road transportation [1–5] and the metro [6–10]. Sun et al. [11] explored the hazardous materials route problem in the road-rail multimodal transportation network with a hub-and-spoke structure. Jiang et al. [12] proposed an emergency material vehicle dispatching and routing model which has multi-objective and multi-dynamic-constraint. Lu et al. [13] presented an approach to measure and analyze the vulnerability of urban rail transit network based on accessibility, which explicitly considers the characteristics of rail transit passenger flow, travel cost changes and alternative modes of transportation. Deng et al. [14] designed for passenger bus bridge circuit in the case of urban rail traffic interruption. The results of these models have provided a basis for emergency traffic control planning and evacuation order in time for transportation disruptions caused by equipment failures, accidents, peak traffic, and natural disasters.

The core problem of prediction and control of traffic congestion in a station caused by an emergency is the railcar management problem (this problem mainly concerns the distribution of railcar flow in the transportation network). White et al. [15] generated the network from the time-space graph and solved the transshipment problem by using the improved out-of-kilter algorithm. Static formulations solvable as transportation problems were proposed by Allman et al. [16]. Spieckermann et al. [17] formulated the problem of empty railcar assignment as a scheduling problem with machine to represent railcar and job to represent railcar process request. Holmberg et al. [18] proposed a multi-commodity network flow model for operational distribution of empty railcars. Narisetty et al. [19] proposed an optimization model to implement the union Pacific railway (UP) to allocate empty freight railcars based on demand. Gorman et al. [20] discussed the practice of optimizing the allocation of empty freight railcars for shippers by BNSF and CSX, two major U.S. freight companies. Heydari et al. [21] proposed a new solution to the problem of empty railcars distribution, which not only meets the needs of customers, but also takes into account the practical technical and business needs. Jiang et al. [22] proposed an integrated scheduling coordination model, which aimed to maximize the production connection time (PCT) and production delivery time (PDT). Sun et al. [23] explored the impact of demand uncertainty on the problem of the run-level cargo path of the multi-modal transport network based on rail transit based on time arrangement and road traffic based on time flexibility. Aiming at the design problem of railway express freight service network, Lin et al. [24] proposed a bi-level programming model, and transformed the lower-level model into a linear model by using linearization technology, which can be solved directly by standard optimization solver. Lawley et al. [25] proposed a time-space network flow model for scheduling regular bulk rail traffic from suppliers to customers. Sayarshad et al. [26]
proposed a solution to optimize the fleet size and the configuration of freight railcars under uncertain demand conditions. However, the traditional railcar management model such as the empty railcar distribution model does not consider the transition of the railcar state (empty railcar to loaded railcar and loaded railcar to empty railcar) [27]. The comparisons between a few published studies on the railcar management model and this work are presented in Table 1. The innovation points of this paper are as follows:

- Based on the train diagram, we constructed a time-space network for the first time by considering the transition of the railcar state.
- The problem is split into two sub-problems: feasible path set generation and railcar flow distribution. An improved A* algorithm based on railcar flow route was used to generate a feasible path set of any pair of transportation demands. A dynamic railcar flow distribution model in an emergency which can be solved by mathematical programming software was established to simulate the process of railcar flow operation in emergency, and the railcar flow distribution in the future period was estimated based on the distribution results of railcar flow in the time-space network, so as to predict where there will be traffic congestion and when the traffic congestion will begin in the station.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Holmberg et al. (1998)</th>
<th>Narisetty et al. (2008)</th>
<th>Heydari et al. (2017)</th>
<th>This Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combines railcar</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>routing and distribution?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulation</td>
<td>Capacitated network</td>
<td>Transportation problem</td>
<td>Path-based capacitated network</td>
<td>Multi-commodity flow problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considers transition of</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>railcar state?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitated?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution method</td>
<td>Tabu Search</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>LP</td>
<td>Heuristic decomposition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the subject of research and the motives to take, and provides a brief survey of the literature devoted to the congestion prediction and control problem. In Section 2, we describe the congestion prediction and control problem in detail. In Section 3, an improved A* algorithm based on railcar flow route and a dynamic railcar flow distribution model in emergency are proposed. Sections 4 and 5 present a numerical example and conclusion respectively.

2. Problem Description

In this section, first, we describe the process resulting in traffic congestion in a station due to the emergency to illustrate the need for timely predicting and controlling the traffic congestion. Then, we analyze the turnover process of railcar and transition of the railcar state in detail. Finally, we abstract the railcar management problem into a multi-commodity flow problem.

2.1. The Process Resulting in Traffic Congestion due to the Emergency

We describe the process resulting in traffic congestion due to the emergency in Figure 1. There are five normal stations and two railcar flow types (a railcar flow type refers to a class of railcar flows with the same origin station, destination station, and flow route) in period 1. In period 2, station B is interrupted due to an emergency, so the railcar flows with type 1 have to adjust the transport path. When a large number of railcar flows of type 1 and type 2 converge at station C simultaneously, it is
likely that the number of real-time railcars in station C exceeds the capacity of the station, thus forming traffic congestion in period 3. For both types of railcar flows, the two paths to be traveled are blocked, which will result in the accumulation of railcars at station B and station A in period 4. Stations A and B become congested stations when the number of accumulated railcars exceeds their capacity. The propagation of congestion will greatly decrease the station capacity and transportation efficiency, therefore, it is of great significance to predict and control the traffic congestion in time.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the process resulting in traffic congestion due to the emergency.

2.2. The Turnover Process of Railcar and Transition of Railcar State

The railcar flow (a railcar flow refers to a collection of railcars with the same railcar flow type and generated in the same period) starts from the origin station and ends at the destination station through various transfer stations. As shown in Figure 2, each railcar flow is assigned into different trains along the way and each railcar flow can go through 11 activities, including train arrival, train break-up, loaded railcar delivery, empty railcar delivery, railcar loading, railcar unloading, loaded railcar pickup, empty railcar pickup, railcar assembly, train formation, and train departure. The implications of these 11 activities are as follows:

- **Train arrival.** The activity begins when the inbound train carrying railcars arrives at the station’s receiving yard and ends when railcars detached from the inbound train are pushed over the top of the station’s hump.
- **Train break-up.** The activity begins when the railcars start to slide off the hump and ends when all railcars detached from the inbound train roll down to the appropriate track in the station’s switchyard.
- **Loaded railcar delivery.** The activity begins when all loaded railcars detached from the inbound train roll down to the station’s switchyard and ends when the loaded railcars are pulled to the freight yard by the local locomotive.
- **Empty railcar delivery.** The activity begins when all empty railcars detached from the inbound train roll down to the station’s switchyard and ends when the empty railcars are pulled to the freight yard by the local locomotive.
• Railcar loading. The activity begins when all empty railcars detached from the inbound train start to load in the freight yard and ends when the empty railcars have finished loading the goods.

• Railcar unloading. The activity begins when all loaded railcars detached from the inbound train start to unload in the freight yard and ends when the loaded railcars have finished unloading the goods.

• Loaded railcar pickup. The activity begins when the loaded railcars detached from the inbound train start to hang to the local locomotive and ends when all the loaded railcars are pulled back to the station’s switchyard from the freight yard by the local locomotive.

• Empty railcar pickup. The activity begins when the empty railcars detached from the inbound train start to hang to the local locomotive and ends when all the empty railcars are pulled back to the station’s switchyard from the freight yard by the local locomotive.

• Railcar assembly. The activity begins when all railcars detached from the inbound train are pulled back to the station’s switchyard from the freight yard and ends when the railcars are able to form an outbound train.

• Train formation. The activity begins when the railcars detached from many inbound trains are able to form an outbound train and ends when the formation of an outbound train is completed.

• Train departure. The activity begins when the formation of an outbound train is completed and ends when the outbound train carrying railcars starts from the departure yard.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the turnover process of railcar and transition of railcar state.

The operation process of a railcar flow is different in its origin station, transfer station, and destination station. The state of each railcar flow changes at the departure and destination stations, but does not change at the transfer stations. The processes of a railcar flow in different stations are as follows:
• Origin station. The operation processes of a railcar flow mainly include the initialization process of loaded railcar flow and the initialization process of empty railcar flow. The initialization process of empty railcar flow consists of railcar unloading, empty railcar pickup, railcar assembly, train formation, and train departure. The process realizes the transition of loaded railcar flow into empty railcar flow. The initialization process of loaded railcar flow consists of railcar loading, loaded railcar pickup, railcar assembly, train formation, and train departure. The process realizes the transition of loaded railcar flow into empty railcar flow.

• Transfer station. The main operation process is the transfer process of railcar flow. The transfer process of railcar flow consists of train arrival, train break-up, railcar assembly, train formation, and train departure.

• Destination station. The operation processes of a railcar flow mainly include the local operation process of loaded railcar flow, the secondary operation process, the local operation process of empty railcar flow, the empty railcar allocation process, and the formation and departure process. The local operation process of loaded railcar flow consists of train arrival, train break-up, loaded railcar delivery, and railcar unloading. The secondary operation process is the process of reloading for the loaded railcar after unloading. The local operation process of empty railcar flow consists of train arrival, train break-up, empty railcar delivery, and railcar loading. The empty railcar allocation process consists of empty railcar pickup, railcar assembly, train formation, and train departure. The formation and departure process consists of loaded railcar pickup, railcar assembly, train formation, and train departure. The local operation process of loaded railcar flow realizes the transition of loaded railcar flow into empty railcar flow. The secondary operation process and the local operation process of empty railcar flow realize the transition of loaded railcar flow into empty railcar flow.

2.3. Problem Abstraction

Kwon et al. [28] defined the railcars dispatching process as the blocks and sequences of railcars that are scheduled to continue moving, as well as the stations where the railcar will be taken and started during its travel. In addition, they formulated the railcar management problem as a multi-commodity flow problem on a transport network.

We abstract the transportation process of railcar flow in the railroad network into the service network with time attributes. The loaded railcar flow has a fixed origin station and destination station in the transportation process, and cannot be separated [29,30]. Therefore, each loaded railcar flow can be regarded as a commodity in the service network, so the loaded railcar flow management problem can be regarded as a multi-commodity flow problem [31]. The empty railcar flow does not have a fixed origin station and destination station in the transportation process. However, the empty railcar flow comes from the loaded railcar flow after unloading and is consumed by converting to the loaded railcar flow after loading, so the empty railcar flow can also be regarded as a commodity in the service network. In this paper, we abstracted the railcar management problem into a multi-commodity flow problem.

3. Methods

The flowchart of predicting traffic congestion in a station in an emergency is shown in Figure 3. We disassemble the railcar management problem into two sub-problems. One of the sub-problems is the construction of a time-space network based on the turnover process of railcar and transition of railcar state, the other sub-problem is the construction of a dynamic railcar flow distribution model in an emergency. Based on the solution results of the model, we can calculate the real-time number of railcars at each station in each period. Finally, the congested station is determined by comparing the real-time number of railcars at the station and the storage capacity of the station.

We define each OD as a set of railcars flow which has the same origin station and destination station.
3.1. Construction of time-space Network Based on the Train Diagram

In order to simplify the scale of the problem, a railway bureau is taken as the research object, and the marshaling station, district station, large freight station, and boundary station of the railway bureau are taken as the main fulcrum stations, while the railcar flow of the intermediate station is merged in accordance with the section center rule [32]. Set the fulcrum station set in the railway bureau as $S$, and define the time-space network as $G = (N, A)$, where $N$ denotes the set of nodes and $A$ denotes the set of arcs in the network. The network takes 18:00 of the current day to 18:00 of the next day as a decision cycle. The train diagram is the main frame of constructing the time-space network.

Network $G$ takes the Arrival Node (AN) and Departure Node (DN) of as the main time-space nodes. The AN represents the arrival moment of a train and the DN represents the departure moment of a train. The Loaded Railcar State End Node (LRSEN) and the Empty Railcar State End Node (ERSEN) represent the mutual transformation moment of loaded railcar flow and empty railcar flow. Secondary Operation Completion Node (SOCN) represents the completion moment of secondary operation of loaded railcar flow. Each station sets two Initial Nodes (IN), which are divided into loaded railcar layer and empty railcar layer, to represent the start moment of the railcar flow in the decision cycle. Each station sets two End Nodes (EN), which are also divided into loaded railcar layer and empty railcar layer, to represent the end moment of the railcar flow in the decision cycle. The type indexes of time-space nodes are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time-Space Node Type</th>
<th>Type Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AN</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DN</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRSEN</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERSEN</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCN</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Network $G$ takes the train as the Train Arc (TA), and adds the corresponding Local Operation Arc (LOA) and Secondary Operation Arc (SOA) based on the technical operation time of each fulcrum station, and realizes the connection of each arc through the Formation and Departure Arc (FADA),

Figure 3. Flowchart of predicting traffic congestion in a station in an emergency.
Empty Railcar Allocation Arc (ERAA), Transfer Operation Arc (TOA), and Stay Arc (SA). The Initial Arc (IA) represents the initialization process of the railcar flow. The End Arc (EA) and the Detention Arc (DA) represent the process of railcar flow detention to the end of the decision cycle. At the same time, hierarchy attributes were added to distinguish the Loaded Railcar Layer (LRL), Empty Railcar Layer (ERL), and Public Layer (PL). At present, the research on dynamic railcar flow operation lacks the consideration of the secondary operation of the loaded railcar flow, and this paper represents the secondary operation process of the loaded railcar flow through the connection between LRSEN and SOCN. The network topology relationship between time-space nodes and time-space arcs is shown in Figure 4. The type indexes of time-space arcs are shown in Table 3 and the hierarchy indexes of the hierarchy set are shown in Table 4.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of time-space network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time-space Arc Type</th>
<th>Type Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FADA</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERAA</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOA</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Type indexes of time-space arcs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hierarchy</th>
<th>Hierarchy Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRL</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERL</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Hierarchy indexes of hierarchy.
Because loaded railcar flow has the characteristics of a tree path, this paper describes the transport process of loaded railcar flow by constructing a time-space path which is a set of time-space arcs that satisfy the constraint of time continuity. The time-space path of loaded railcar flow is divided into four categories: Initial Path (IP), Secondary Operation Path (SOP), Empty to Loaded Path (ETLP), and Detention Path (DP). The IP represents the transport process of the initial loaded railcar flow. The path starts from the IN and ends at the LRSEN. The path takes the LOA as the final arc. The SOP represents the transport process of secondary operation loaded railcar flow. The path starts from the LRSEN and ends at the ETN. The path takes the SOA as the first arc and cannot contain the LOA. ETLP represents the transport process of self-loading railcar flow. The path starts from the ERSEN and ends at the EN. The DP representing the loaded railcar flow remains at the station throughout the decision cycle. The path starts from the IN and ends at the EN. The type indexes of time-space paths are shown in Table 5.

### Table 5. Type indexes of time-space paths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>time-space Path Type</th>
<th>Type Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETLP</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Feasible Path Set Generation Algorithm Based on Improved A* Algorithm

According to the requirements of a train marshaling plan, each OD (a set of railcars flow which has the same origin station and destination station) has a fixed railcar flow connection mode, thus each OD has a specific route, that is, the railcar flow route. In this paper, the feasible path has a broader meaning in the time-space network. For each OD, a set of time-space arc sets that satisfies the time continuity constraint and the constraint of the railcar flow route station sequence is a feasible time-space path.

A* algorithm is an efficient algorithm for solving K-shortest path \([33–35]\). We improve the algorithm based on the railcar flow route. Set OD index as \(f\), the flowchart of improved A* algorithm is shown in Figure 5 and the algorithm for generating the feasible path set is as follows:

---

**Figure 5. Flowchart of improved A* algorithm.**
Step 1: Take \( f = 1 \), and turn to Step 2;
Step 2: Set the maximum index of K-shortest path of demand \( f \) to \( N \), and initial \( K = 0 \), set the starting station of demand \( f \) as station1, and the final station as station2. Traverse the railcar flow route set, find the railcar flow route of the starting station as station1 and ending station as station2, and record the station sequence corresponding to the railcar flow route as station-list, and turn to Step 3;
Step 3: Taking the EN corresponding to station2 as the source node, the Dijkstra algorithm is used to find the shortest distance between the source node and other nodes in the time-space network, which is taken as the H value of each node, and turn to Step 4;
Step 4: Establish a node set as close-list which has been estimated and a node set as open-list which will be estimated. Add the IN corresponding to the station1 to the open-list, and turn to Step 5;
Step 5: Traverse the nodes in the open-list to find the node with the lowest F value and treat it as m to be processed, and turn to Step 6;
Step 6: Move this node from the open-list to the close-list, and turn to Step 7;
Step 7: For each pointing node of m as n, set its parent node as m, and recalculate its G and F values, and add them to the open-list, and turn to Step 8;
Step 8: If the open-list is empty, the target K short path is not found, and the search fails, then \( f = f + 1 \), and turn to Step 2. If the open-list is not empty, traverse the open-list, if the node with the lowest F value is the EN corresponding to station2, the target K shortest path is found, then \( K = K + 1 \), and turn to Step 9; otherwise turn to Step 5;
Step 9: First, judge whether \( K \) is greater than \( N \), if \( K \) is greater than \( N \), \( f = f + 1 \), then turn to Step 2. Otherwise, judge the number of LOA in the K shortest path. If the number is greater than 1, remove the K short path and turn to Step 4; if the number is equal to 1, divide the K short path into two paths with the end node of the LOA as the cutting node, and turn to Step 10;
Step 10: Take the station sequence of these two paths as station-list1 and station-list2. Determine whether the station sequence of each path is the same as the station-list, and if so, add the path to the feasible path set, and turn to Step 5;
Step 11: When all OD demands are traversed to generate a feasible path set, the algorithm is finished.

3.3. The Dynamic Railcar Flow Distribution Model in an Emergency

The key to predict the traffic congestion is to grasp the real-time number of railcars at a station. The train runs according to the train diagram, and the time-space network constructed based on the train diagram conforms to the situation of railway field operation. In this paper, based on the time-space network, the distribution results of railcar flow on the time-space network are obtained by establishing the dynamic railcar flow distribution model in an emergency. According to the arc flow, the real-time number of railcars at each station can be obtained. By comparing the real-time number of railcars at each station with the storage capacity of the station, it can be concluded whether the station belongs to the congestion stage, so as to be able realize the prediction of traffic congestion in the station.

3.3.1. Set Parameter and Variable Definitions

The general notations used in the formulation are listed in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( H )</td>
<td>Set of hierarchy index;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>Set of time-space node;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_N )</td>
<td>Set of type indexes of time-space nodes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>Set of time-space arc;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_{ns} )</td>
<td>Set of time-space arcs starting from time-space node ( n, n \in N );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_{ne} )</td>
<td>Set of time-space arcs ending in time-space node ( n, n \in N );</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 6. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( b_n )</td>
<td>Type index of time-space node ( n, b_n \in B_N, n \in N );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_n )</td>
<td>Hierarchy index of time-space node ( n, h_n \in H, n \in N );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b_a )</td>
<td>Type index of time-space arc ( a, b_a \in B_A, a \in A );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_a )</td>
<td>Hierarchy index of time-space arc ( a, h_a \in H, a \in A );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_a )</td>
<td>Time of time-space arc ( a, a \in A );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_a )</td>
<td>Capacity of time-space arc ( a, a \in A );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b_p )</td>
<td>Type index of time-space path ( p, b_p \in B_P, p \in P );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_p )</td>
<td>Hierarchy index of time-space path ( p, h_p \in H, p \in P );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_p )</td>
<td>Time of time-space path ( p, p \in P );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_p )</td>
<td>Time-space arc set of time-space path ( p, p \in P );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_{f1} )</td>
<td>Number of initial loaded railcar flow ( f_1, f_1 \in F_1 );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_{f2} )</td>
<td>Number of initial empty railcar flow ( f_2, f_2 \in F_2 );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_l )</td>
<td>Planned loading number for one day of loading plan ( l, l \in L );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_l )</td>
<td>Completed when emergency occurs, ( l \in L );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_e )</td>
<td>Planned emptying number for one day of emptying plan ( e, e \in E );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_e )</td>
<td>Completed when emergency occurs, ( e \in E );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td>Maximum number of marshaling railcars in a train;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s )</td>
<td>Start moment in minutes of time-space arc ( a, a \in A );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>End moment in minutes of time-space arc ( a, a \in A );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_g )</td>
<td>End moment in minutes of period ( g, g \in G );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_s )</td>
<td>Station of time-space node ( n, n_s \in S, n \in N );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_a )</td>
<td>Start node of time-space arc ( a, a \in A );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_e )</td>
<td>End node of time-space arc ( a, a \in A );</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Decision variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x_a )</td>
<td>Empty railcar flow number of time-space arc ( a );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y_p )</td>
<td>Loaded railcar flow number of time-space path ( p );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z_{f1} )</td>
<td>Loaded railcar flow number of feasible path ( p ) of initial loaded railcar flow ( f_1 );</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z_{f2} )</td>
<td>Empty railcar flow number of feasible arc ( a ) of initial empty railcar flow ( f_2 ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_g^s )</td>
<td>Number of railcars at station ( p ) in period ( g ).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.2. Objective Function

The objective is to compress the transit time of the loaded railcars at the station, reduce the running
time of the empty railcars, and minimize the number of off-axle railcars. The expression is as follows:

$$\min \ V = \sum_{p \in P} \left( a \cdot t_p + \sum_{a \in A \mid a_p} t_a \cdot y_a \right)$$

\[ + \sum_{a \in A \mid a_p} \left( m - \sum_{p \in P \mid a \in A_p} y_p - x_a \right). \tag{1} \]

3.3.3. Constraint Conditions

Initial loaded railcar flow constraints: For each loaded railcar flow, the sum of the number of
flows allocated on the feasible path is equal to the number of initial loaded railcar flows.

$$\sum_{p \in P_{f_1}} z_{f_1}^{p} = q_{f_1}, \quad \forall f_1 \in F \tag{2}$$

Initial empty railcar flow constraints: For each empty railcar flow, the sum of the number of flows
allocated on the feasible arc is equal to the number of initial empty railcar flows.

$$\sum_{a \in A_{f_2}} v_{f_2}^{a} = q_{f_2}, \quad \forall f_2 \in F \tag{3}$$

Consistent constraints of decision variables: For each IP or DP, the sum of the number of initial
loaded railcar flows allocated on that path is equal to the number of flows of that path; for each IA or
DA, the sum of the number of initial empty railcar flows allocated on that arc is equal to the number of
flows of that arc.

$$\sum_{f_1 \in F_1 \mid p \in P_{f_1}} z_{f_1}^{p} = y_p, \quad \forall p \in P \mid (b_p = 1 \text{ or } b_p = 4) \tag{4}$$

$$\sum_{f_2 \in F_2 \mid a \in A_{f_2}} v_{f_2}^{a} = x_a, \quad \forall a \in A \mid (b_a = 8 \text{ or } b_a = 10), h_a = 2 \tag{5}$$

Time-space arc capability constraints: For each time-space arc, the sum of the number of loaded
railcar flows on that arc and the number of empty railcar flows on that arc cannot exceed the capacity
of that arc.

$$\sum_{p \in P \mid a \in A} y_p + x_a \leq c_a, \quad \forall a \in A \tag{6}$$

Consistent constraints of exchange of LRL and ERL: For each LRSEN, the loaded railcar flow
number of the IP ending at that node is equal to the sum of the loaded railcar flow number of the SOP
starting from that node and the empty railcar flow number of the ERAA starting from that node. For
each ERSEN, the empty railcar flow number of the LOA ending at that node is equal to the sum of the
loaded railcar flow numbers of the ETLP starting from that node.

$$\sum_{p \in P \mid b_p = 1} y_p = \sum_{p \in P \mid b_p = 2} y_p + \sum_{a \in A \mid b_a = 5} x_a, \quad \forall n \in N \mid b_n = 3 \tag{7}$$

$$\sum_{a \in A \mid b_a = 2 \text{ or } b_a = 8} x_a = \sum_{p \in P \mid b_p = 3} y_p, \quad \forall n \in N \mid b_n = 4 \tag{8}$$
Flow conservation constraints of node in ERL: For each time-space node in ERL or PL, the sum of the empty railcar flow number of the time-space arc ending at that node in ERL or PL is equal to the sum of the empty railcar flow number of the time-space arc starting from that node in ERL or PL.

\[ \sum_{a \in A|_{h_n \neq 1}} x_a = \sum_{a \in A|_{h_n \neq 1}} x_a, \quad \forall n \in N \]  

(9)

Loading plan constraints: For each loading plan, the sum of the loaded railcar flow number of the time-space paths in line with the loading plan cannot exceed the planned loading number for one day of the plan, nor can it be lower than the completed loading number of the plan when an emergency occurs.

\[ r_l \leq \sum_{p \in P_l} y_p \leq q_l, \quad \forall l \in L \]  

(10)

Emptying plan constraints: For each emptying plan, the sum of the empty railcar flow number of time-space arcs in line with the emptying plan cannot exceed the planned emptying number for one day of the plan, nor can it be lower than the completed emptying number of the plan when an emergency occurs.

\[ r_e \leq \sum_{a \in A_e} x_a \leq q_e, \quad \forall e \in E \]  

(11)

Train operation restrictions constraints in an emergency: For each affected TA, the sum of the number of loaded railcar flow on that arc and the number of empty railcar flow on that arc is equal to zero.

\[ \sum_{p \in P|a \in A} y_p + x_a = 0, \quad \forall a \in A_T \]  

(12)

3.3.4. Model Synthesis

By combining constraints (1) to (12), the Dynamic Railcar Flow Distribution Model in an emergency (DRFDMUE) can be obtained.

\[ \text{min } Z = \sum_{p \in P} (t_p - \sum_{a \in A|b_a = 1} t_a) \times y_p + \sum_{a \in A|(h_a \neq 1, h_a \neq 7, h_a \neq 10)} t_a \times x_a \]

\[ + \sum_{a \in A|b_a = 1} (m - \sum_{p \in P|a \in A} y_p - x_a), \]

s.t.

\[ \sum_{p \in P|a \in A_1} z_{f_1}^1 = q_{f_1}, \quad \forall f_1 \in F_1 \]

\[ \sum_{a \in A_{f_1}} v_a^f = q_{f_2}, \quad \forall f_2 \in F_2 \]

\[ \sum_{f_1 \in F_1 | p \in D_{f_1}} z_p^1 = y_p, \quad \forall p \in P|(b_p = 1 \text{ or } b_p = 4) \]

\[ \sum_{f_2 \in F_2 | a \in A_{f_2}} v_a^f = x_a, \quad \forall a \in A|(b_a = 8 \text{ or } b_a = 10), h_a = 2 \]

\[ \sum_{p \in P|a \in A} y_p + x_a \leq c_a, \quad \forall a \in A \]
\[
\begin{align*}
\sum_{p \in P, b_p = 1} y_p &= \sum_{p \in P, b_p = 2} y_p + \sum_{a \in A, b_a = 5} x_{a}, \quad \forall n \in N | b_n = 3 \\
\sum_{a \in A, b_a = 2 \text{ or } b_a = 8} x_{a} &= \sum_{p \in P, b_p = 3} y_p, \quad \forall n \in N | b_n = 4 \\
\sum_{a \in A, b_a \neq 1} x_{a} &= \sum_{a \in A, b_a \neq 1} x_{a}, \quad \forall n \in N | b_n \neq 1
\end{align*}
\]

\[
r_l \leq \sum_{p \in P_l} y_p \leq q_l, \quad \forall l \in L
\]

\[
r_e \leq \sum_{a \in A_e} x_a \leq q_e, \quad \forall e \in E
\]

\[
\sum_{p \in P, a \in A_p} y_p + x_a = 0, \quad \forall a \in A_T
\]

Change constraint (10) and constraint (11) into constraint (13) and constraint (14) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sum_{p \in P_l} y_p &\leq q_l, \quad \forall l \in L \quad (13) \\
\sum_{a \in A_e} x_a &\leq q_e, \quad \forall e \in E \quad (14)
\end{align*}
\]

Combining constraints (1) to (9), together with constraint (13) and constraint (14), the Dynamic Railcar Flow Distribution Model under Normality (DRFDMUN) can be obtained.

DRFDMUN:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min Z &= \sum_{p \in P} (t_p - \sum_{a \in A_p | b_a = 1} t_a) \times y_p + \sum_{a \in A | (b_a = 1, b_a \neq 7, b_a \neq 10)} t_a \times x_a \\
&\quad + \sum_{a \in A | b_a = 1} \{ m - \sum_{p \in P, a \in A_p} y_p - x_a \}, \\
\text{s.t.} \\
\sum_{p \in P, f_1} z_{f_1}^{f_1} &= q_{f_1}, \quad \forall f_1 \in F, \\
\sum_{a \in A_{f_1}} v_a^{f_2} &= q_{f_2}, \quad \forall f_2 \in F_2 \\
\sum_{f_1, p \in P, f_1} z_{p}^{f_1} &= y_p, \quad \forall p \in P | (b_p = 1 \text{ or } b_p = 4), \\
\sum_{f_2, a \in A_{f_2}} v_a^{f_2} &= x_a, \quad \forall a \in A | (b_a = 8 \text{ or } b_a = 10), h_a = 2 \\
\sum_{p \in P, a \in A_p} y_p + x_a &\leq c_a, \quad \forall a \in A \\
\sum_{p \in P, b_p = 1} y_p &= \sum_{p \in P, b_p = 2} y_p + \sum_{a \in A, b_a = 5} x_{a}, \quad \forall n \in N | b_n = 3 \\
\sum_{a \in A, b_a = 2 \text{ or } b_a = 8} x_{a} &= \sum_{p \in P, b_p = 3} y_p, \quad \forall n \in N | b_n = 4
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\sum_{a \in \mathcal{A}} x_a = \sum_{a \in \mathcal{A} \setminus \mathcal{A}_1} x_a, \quad \forall n \in N \setminus h ni \neq 1
\]

\[
\sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}} y_p \leq q_l, \quad \forall l \in \mathcal{L}
\]

\[
\sum_{a \in \mathcal{A}_e} x_a \leq q_e, \quad \forall e \in \mathcal{E}
\]

3.3.5. Solution Method

The model is a pure integer linear programming, so it can be solved by a branch and bound algorithm [36]. We implement the algorithm by c# programming. We use branch and bound algorithm to search the solution space tree of the problem and each node can become an extension node at most once. Its search strategy is as follows:

Step 1: Generate all children of the current extension node;
Step 2: In the generated child nodes, the nodes that cannot generate a feasible solution (or an optimal solution) are dropped.
Step 3: Add the remaining children to the list of open nodes;
Step 4: Select the next node from the list of open nodes as the new extension node;
Step 5: This loop continues until either the feasible solution (optimal solution) or the open node list is left empty.

3.4. The Method of Calculating the Real-Time Number of Railcars at Each Station in Each Period

We set the decision cycle as one day and divide the day into 24 periods (i.e., one hour is one period). We mainly analyze the real-time number of railcars at each station at the end of each period (i.e., the real-time number of railcars at station A at 18:00 represents the number of railcars at the station during the period from 17:00 to 18:00). The algorithm of calculating the number of railcars in period g of station s is as follows:

Step 1: Search out the space-time arc set \( \mathcal{A}_{s, g} \) based on the time-space network. Traverse the time-space arc set \( \mathcal{A} \), for any \( a \in \mathcal{A} \), if \( s_{na} = s_{ne} = s \) and \( st_a < et_g \leq et_a \), add the arc \( a \) to the set \( \mathcal{A}_{s, g} \).
Step 2: Calculate

\[
d_{s, g}^g = \sum_{a \in \mathcal{A}_{s, g}} \sum_{p \in \mathcal{P}} y_p + x_a
\]

4. Numerical Studies

4.1. Data Input

Set up a small network, where A, B, C, and D are fulcrum stations and D is the boundary station. Set the arrival time, disintegration time, assembly time, grouping time and departure time of each fulcrum station as 30 min, loading time and unloading time of each fulcrum station as 180 min, and pick-up time and delivery time of each fulcrum station as 40 min. Set the capacity at each fulcrum station as 1300, 800, 1200, 900 in turn. The maximum number of marshaling railcars in a train is set to 55. Suppose station C stopped operation at 23:00 that day due to natural disasters. The train diagram is shown in Table S1 in Supplementary Materials. The initial railcar flows and their routes are shown in Table 7, where the generation moment is the conversion minutes (the difference between the time and 18:00, for example, 60 refers to 19:00). The loading plan is shown in Table 8 and the emptying plan is shown in Table 9.
Table 7. Initial railcar flows and their routes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Railcar Flow Number (Generation Moment in minutes)</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Railcar Flow Route</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>100(0), 200(180), 150(250)</td>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td>A–B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>50(0), 60(120), 90(160)</td>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td>A–C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>30(0), 30(160), 40(200)</td>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td>A–C–D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>20(100), 50(300)</td>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td>B–C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>150(0)</td>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td>B–D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>60(0), 50(100), 80(160), 100(230), 50(350)</td>
<td>Loaded</td>
<td>C–D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>200(100), 20(170), 100(230), 50(310), 30(350)</td>
<td>Empty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>60(0), 100(160), 60(200), 100(270), 60(360)</td>
<td>Empty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>100(120), 80(250), 160(300), 150(360), 150(450)</td>
<td>Empty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Loading plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Station</th>
<th>Destination Station</th>
<th>Planned Loading Number</th>
<th>Completed Loading Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Emptying plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary Station</th>
<th>Planned Emptying Number</th>
<th>Completed Emptying Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Results and Discussion

C# programming was adopted to realize the construction of a time-space network, and 307 time-space nodes and 584 time-space arcs were generated. A feasible path set generation algorithm based on an improved A* algorithm was used to generate the feasible path set between any pair of OD demands. The generation results of the feasible path sets between OD demands are shown in Figure 6.
Since this model was a linear programming model, the distribution results of railcar flow in the
time-space network can be obtained by using the optimization solution software CPLEX. The loaded
railcar flows were loaded onto the time-space arc, and the flow distribution results of time-space arcs
are shown in Table S2 in Supplementary Materials. The railcar flow number of the TA indexed 2 and 36
in the table was 0, indicating that some trains stop running after the emergency occurred at station C.
According to the distribution results of the time-space arc, the real-time number of railcars at the station
can be obtained. The ratio of the real-time number of railcars at the station to the storage capacity of
the station was taken as the indicator to measure whether the station became congested, that is, the
Station Capacity Utilization (SCU). When SCU was greater than 1, the station was in congestion at that
moment. SCU time series curves of each station are shown in Figure 7. It can be concluded from the
figure that station B was in congestion from 16:00 to 18:00 of the next day, and other stations were in
the normal state.

The solution of DRFDMUN was used to represent the dynamic railcar flow operation process
under normality, and it was compared with the solution of DRFDMUE. Comparison of Total Loss (TL),
comparison of Average Loading Plan Complete Rate (ALPCR) and comparison of Average Emptying
Plan Complete Rate (AEPCR) under two different conditions are shown in Figure 8. As can be seen
from the figure, when an emergency occurred at station C at 23:00, the TL of the transport system
would increase by 16.6%, the ALPCR would be reduced from 100% to 25%, and the AEPCR would be
reduced from 58% to 19%.

Aiming at the overstock phenomenon of railcar flow in station B, a restriction loading strategy can
be adopted to solve the congestion of the station. In order to obtain the appropriate loading number,
the loading number of the loading plan whose destination station was station B can be continuously
reduced, and then the SCU time series curves of station B can be obtained by using the solution of
DRFDMUE. In this paper, the gradient was set as 20, and the loading number of the loading plan
whose destination station was station B was set as 100, 80, 60, 40, and 20 successively. The SCU time
series curves of station B corresponding to different loading numbers of the loading plan are shown in
Figure 9. In order to facilitate observation, the SCU time series curves from 13:00 to 18:00 of the next
day at station B were mainly intercepted. As can be seen from Figure 9, when the loading number of
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**Figure 7.** Station Capacity Utilization (SCU) time series curves corresponding to different stations in
an emergency.
the loading plan was constantly reduced, the real-time SCU of station B constantly decreased. When the loading number of the loading plan was 80, the real-time SCU of station B during this period was less than 1, indicating that the congestion of station B had been solved. Although the loading number of the loading plan could be reduced, and the SCU of station B would be lower, the economic benefits of the transportation system would be reduced. Therefore, it is relatively reasonable to adjust the loading number of the loading plan to 80. Of course, in order to get a more ideal loading number for the loading plan, the gradient can be set smaller.

Figure 8. Indicator comparison in an emergency and normality.

Figure 9. SCU time series curves of station B corresponding to different loading numbers.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyzed strong timeliness, time-space, and the strongly controllable and multiple highly dynamic constraints of traffic congestion prediction and control in an emergency, which demands accuracy and efficiency in terms of a solution methodology. Then, we analyzed the turnover process of the railcar and the transition of the railcar state in detail and abstracted the railcar management model into a multi-commodity flow problem. Furthermore, we disassembled the railcar management problem into two sub-problems. One of the sub-problems was the construction
of a time-space network based on the turnover process of the railcar and the transition of the railcar state, the other sub-problem was the construction of a dynamic railcar flow distribution model in an emergency. The innovation points of the proposed model are as follows: (1) Based on the train diagram, we constructed a time-space network for the first time by considering the transition of the railcar state; (2) an improved A* algorithm based on the railcar flow route was used to generate a feasible path set of any pair of transportation demands; (3) we obtained the real-time number of railcars at each station basing the results to predict the traffic congestion in the station.

The numerical studies demonstrated that: (1) this proposed model can be used to predict which station will become congested first and when the station begins to become congested (i.e., station B was in congestion from 16:00 to 18:00 of the next day); (2) the emergency can lead to a dramatic increase in the overall loss of the transport system (i.e., compared with the solution of DRFDMUN, DRFDMUE showed that an emergency caused the TL to increase by 16.6%, the ALPCR to drop from 100% to 25%, and the AEPCR to drop 58% to 19%); (3) we can control the traffic congestion of the station by adjusting the loading plan (i.e., the reasonable loading number to solve the traffic congestion of station B is 80).

Even though the relatively comprehensive features of traffic congestion prediction and control in an emergency are considered in this paper, stochastic and large-scale computing problems are lacking. For example, the arrival and departure times of trains do not follow the train diagram exactly. When the calculation scale is too large, the calculation efficiency will be affected. In the future, the stochastic of train arrival and departure will be considered and we intend to choose a large-scale domain search algorithm as the solution method.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-8994/11/6/780/s1, Table S1: Train diagram, Table S2: The flow distribution results of time-space arcs.
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Abbreviations

All the abbreviations are listed as follows:

AN Arrival Node
DN Departure Node
LRSEN Loaded Railcar State End Node
ERSEN Empty Railcar State End Node
SOCN Secondary Operation Completion Node
IN Initial Node
EN End Node
TA Train Arc
LOA Local Operation Arc
SOA Secondary Operation Arc
FADA Formation And Departure Arc
ERAA Empty Railcar Allocation Arc
TOA Transfer Operation Arc
SA Stay Arc
IA Initial Arc
EA End Arc
DA Detention Arc
LRL Loaded Railcar Layer
ERL Empty Railcar Layer
PL Public Layer
IP Initial Path
SOP Secondary Operation Path
ETLP Empty To Loaded Path
DP Detention Path
DRFDMUE Dynamic Railcar Flow Distribution Model Under Emergency
DRFDMUN Dynamic Railcar Flow Distribution Model Under Normality
SCU Station Capacity Utilization
TL Total Loss
ALPCR Average Loading Plan Complete Rate
AEPCR Average Emptying Plan Complete Rate
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